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Lana Wachowski is an endlessly inventive filmmaker who’s been part of the creation of some of the most original movie concepts of the past couple of decades, so I have no intention of counting her out ...
33 Movie Sequels That Exemplify the Best and Worst of Nostalgia
As the summer folds away on itself, theartsdesk on Vinyl returns. Beset by backlogs at pressing plants and delayed by COVID, it's finally here, jammed to the gunwales with commentary on a grand cross ...
theartsdesk on Vinyl 66: Etta James, BABii, George Harrison, Helloween, Cat Stevens, Gnod and more
Whistling the melody to “The Farmer In the Dell,” Omar Little strolled through the drug-ravaged neighborhoods of Baltimore, shotgun in hand, while any civilians within earshot knew to spread the ...
Troy Reimink: Michael K. Willams made a character of timeless depth
Many of the levels will be instantly familiar to fans of the original game, but you'll find plenty of new sections that reference a number of classic Sega hits, from After Burner to Thunder Blade ...
The 25 best GBA games of all time
Aberdeen Jazz Festival has announced it will return to live performances with 18 concerts across the city this autumn. The special 10-day event will run ...
Aberdeen Jazz Festival hits high notes with return to live music
As I walked into the Moreau Art Galleries — conveniently located just north of my dorm at Saint Mary’s — I was greeted by dim lighting and slight confusion. I was expecting the gallery to be filled ...
Life and death: Kay Westhues’ ‘The Specialness of Springs’
Stock analysts are fast turning sour on the outlook for NCSoft Corp. after the South Korean game developer’s highly anticipated new title flopped, causing its shares to plunge.As many as seven ...
Krafton Rival Hit by Barrage of Rating Cuts as New Game Flops
Two senior law enforcement officials reportedly said that actor Michael K Williams, 54, may have died of a fentanyl overdose inside his Brooklyn penthouse on Monday.
The Wire star Michael K. Williams 'may have overdosed on FENTANYL' police sources say as they hunt for his drug dealer: Actor went into therapy after filming latest HBO project ...
In this edition of Writing Switch, Ben and Sean debate these questions: Is it appropriate to host the Food & Wine Classic during 9/11?; How do we preserve the grass at Wagner Park?; and Should locals ...
Writing Switch: Wirst Take
Like California T and Portofino before it, Ferrari Portofino M is a docile, wieldy craft. "M" means Portofino now has the 611-HP Roma version of the Ferrari corporate V8, and the new 8-speed gearbox.
Ferrari Portofino M Distills The Essence Of The Ferrari Myth For Everyday Pleasures
The Stanford Daily interviewed Carlos Valladares ’18 about how Stanford nurtured his passion for film and his insights on criticism and the film industry.
Q&A: Film Critic Carlos Valladares ’18 discusses the Stanford Theatre, A24 and the plight of Marvel
Six seasons and a new streaming service later, Lucifer comes to an end with a final ten episodes, and it remains a divine gift of a show. Let's recap! A truth-seeker and a wonder-chaser walk into a ...
Lucifer season 6 binge recap: The devil says goodbye
Cavaliers were a team in transition, in a league in transition, in a nation in transition, in a world in transition. Against this backdrop, they authored one of the most memorable seasons in franchise ...
Better Know a Cavs Season: 1991-92, the apogee of the orange-and-blue era (Part II)
Our guide to the best MMO and MMORPG games offers thousands of hours of quality entertainment across both PC and console ...
The best MMO and MMORPG titles to play now
The sandwich shop of Rino and Shirley Rendina is now boarded up. For 14 years this was their life. Six days a week, 10 hours a day. But no more. Last month they closed the shop, handed back the keys ...
Covid-19: How the Adelaide CBD can bounce back from the pandemic
While Sonny Boy has always walked hand-in-hand with eschatology, never before has the soul-crushing immensity of the apocalypse ... Niceness is the dull blade that War hones into double-edged sword.
Sonny Boy ? Episode 8
Two women of color to face off for mayor of Boston, last Confederate statue on Maryland public property to move, and more ...
Baby sharks, Broadway’s back, rice filtration: News from around our 50 states
Instead, it’s a bold testament aimed at helping countless others who, like her, carry the trauma of childhood sexual abuse. As an 8-year-old growing up in Orlando, Fla., Garcia was at the mall with ...
Lesbian survivor of sexual abuse reveals her ‘Untold’ story
Firefighters battling the Dixie Fire near Susanville continue to make progress with containment, which was 59 percent Thursday morning and mapped at 927,320 acres, according to Cal Fire. Conditions on ...
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